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When you are tired,  
do you sleep in:
a cave 
a tree
a hive? 

Does a sleepy baboon use a pillow?
Does a bee need a blankie? 

Let’s explore, discover, and Think About these things!
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“Young children need reassuring, 
especially in new situations,  
and these informative and 
humorous stories are right  
on target.”
Dr. Benjamin Siegel

Professor of Pediatrics & Psychiatry
Boston University School of Medicine
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No way!
A baboon does not sleep 

in a bed.

A baboon sleeps in a tree—
usually a different one every night.

Does a beaver sleep in a bed?



A beaver sleeps on a platform inside its lodge. 
The platform is above the water.  

The entrance is underwater so that enemies, 
such as foxes, cannot get in.

Does a polar bear sleep in a bed?



Compare and Contrast
Watch a pet that you own or someone else owns.  

• Where does it sleep?  Could you sleep that way?

Ask your family about all the beds you have slept in since you were born.  

• Draw the bed you sleep in now.  

Sometimes people sleep outdoors.

• Have you ever been camping or slept outdoors?  

• How was it different from sleeping in your bed?  

• What did you need to fall asleep?

Research
Visit the Animals Section of your library.  

• Pull out some interesting books.  

• What can you find about how and where animals sleep? 
 Make a list.

The beaver makes the door to his house underwater to keep foxes out.  

• What other ways do animals stay safe from other animals when they sleep?   
 (bird, mouse, panda bear, baboon) 

Observe
Watch someone in your family, or a pet , sleeping.  

• Do they make sounds, move, or breath in a way  
 that is different than when they are awake?

• Make a list of what you observe.

When you visit a friend’s house, ask to see his or her bedroom.  

• How is this room different from you room? Draw both rooms.

Write, Tell, or Draw
Does everyone dream?

• Do dogs dream? How could you find out?  

• Do you dream? Write a story, or draw a picture, about a dream you had. 

What would it be like to share your bed with one of the animals in this book?  
Write or tell about it.  

•Draw yourself in your bed with that animal.

how everyone sleeps
This book compares the sleeping places of a baboon, a beaver, a polar bear,  
a bumblebee, a horse, and a dog with the places where people sleep.




